We consider a minimal extension to higher dimensions of the Standard Model, having one compactified dimension, and we study its experimental tests in terms of electroweak data. We discuss tests from high-energy data at the Z-pole, and low-energy tests, notably from atomic parity violation data. This measurement combined with neutrino scattering data strongly restricts the allowed region of the model parameters. Furthermore this region is incompatible at 95% CL with the restrictions from high-energy experiments. Of course a global fit to all data is possible but the x 2 for degree of freedom is min unpleasantly large. q
In this note we present a new discussion of these tests, analyzing the roles played by precision highenergy measurements at the Z-pole, as summarized w x Ž w x. in the e parameters 8 or S, T, U parameters 9 , and by low-energy experiments, in particular the new experiment on the weak charge Q in atomic ce-W w x sium 10 , whose implications for various models w x have already been analyzed in 11 . The reason why we have chosen to describe the high-energy measurements in terms of the e 's is that they are just an efficient way of collecting all the relevant data about the observables and also because they can be expressed easily in analytical way. This can be done by eliminating the KK excitations and constructing an effective lagrangian around the Z-pole and an effec-Ž tive four-fermi interaction eliminating also the W . and the Z in the low-energy limit E < m . This Z allows us also to perform a simple discussion of the low-energy observables.
In this paper we are mainly interested in studying the compatibility of the model with all the available data. This is done by considering separately the effects of the different measurements on the parameter space. The reason why we choose this procedure 0370-2693r99r$ -see front matter q 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Ž . PII: S 0 3 7 0 -2 6 9 3 9 9 0 0 8 9 3 -X ( )is because the low-energy experiments test phenomenological aspects which cannot be tested from measurements at the Z-pole. The low-energy experiments provide for measurements of the effective electroweak coupling of the light quarks and leptons, which in ''new physics'' schemes might not be directly related to the studies done at the Z-pole.
In particular we have performed a fit to the high-energy data, by obtaining bounds on the compactification scale in terms of the mixing of the KK excitations with the Z. These data alone leave room to the new physics described here, in fact the x 2 rd.o.f. of the fit turns out to be acceptable. On min the other hand the low-energy data leave almost no space to the model. This is mainly due to the new Ž . data on Atomic Parity Violation APV which put a lower limit on the mixing angle b of this model allowing only the region around the maximal mixing. In fact the new results on APV, if taken literally, disfavor the SM and all the models giving rise to negative extra contributions to Q at more than 99% W CL. In the maximal mixing region, where the extra contribution to Q turns out to be positive, the W neutrino scattering experiments as NuTeV and CHARM cut off most of the region allowed by Q .
W
Furthermore, the regions allowed by Q and by the W high-energy data result to be incompatible at 95% CL.
One could also combine all the previous data obtaining bounds on the parameter space. We have tried to do this by putting together the high-energy data with the Q measurement. The result is that, W although the allowed region is not very much dissimilar to the one obtained using only the high-energy data, the x 2 rd.o.f. deteriorates in a considerable min way.
In Section 2 we present the effective lagrangian obtained after eliminating the KK modes. This lagrangian is useful to describe physics at energies much lower than the compactification scale, as for E f m . In Sections 3 and 4 we discuss the bounds Z from the high-energy and the low-energy data respectively. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
An extension of the SM in 5 dimensions
The extra dimension model we consider, is the Ž . an SU 2 m U 1 gauge group, integrating over the L Ž fifth dimension, the resulting 4D theory in the uni-. Ž . tary gauge is given by omitting the kinetic terms : 
The effects of the KK excitations in the low-energy limit p 2 < M 2 , can be studied by eliminating the corresponding fields using the solutions of their w x equations of motion for M ™`12 . In this limit the kinetic terms are negligible and one gets: 2 2 s m gb 
The effective couplings are given by
The electric charge e is identified as e s e s gs˜˜u since, being defined at zero momentum, it is not renormalized. Notice the presence in the effective lagrangian of four fermion interactions which give additional contributions to the Fermi constant and to neutral current processes.
Bounds from the high-energy data
Ž . Let us now study the low-energy effects E < M of the KK excitations. By using the effective la-Ž . grangian 7 we can evaluate the Fermi constant Ž .
By defining an effective u angle by G r 2 s Ž .
Ž .
Furthermore using the neutral couplings of Z to Ž . fermions of Eq. 8 and using the definitions of Dr w x and Dk given in 8
DrsyDy 2 s Xsyc X 1 q s 1 q c Ž . e syc X 1 q s 1 q c Ž .
We have studied the bounds on the model by considering the experimental values of the e parameters w x coming from all the high-energy data 13 e s 3.92 " 1.14 P 10 y3 Ž . 
Bounds from low-energy observables
In this Section we will be concerned with the Ž . low-energy phenomenology E < m . To this end Z we can also eliminate the W and Z fields obtaining effective current-current interactions. In particular we will consider observables from neutrino scattering and APV for which the relevant effective lagrangian is 
Ž .
H
Therefore if we believe that the latest experiment and the theoretical determinations of the atomic structure effects are correct, we conclude that a negative or zero new physics contribution is excluded at more than 99% CL.
In Fig. 2 we show the 95% CL bounds on M at Ž . contribution to Q in that region is negative defi-W nite.
In the same figure we have also plotted the 95% CL bounds coming from other low-energy observables. Namely we have considered the following list w x of neutrino-nucleon scattering processes 19,20 : Ø NuTeV experiment which measures a ratio of cross-sections of neutral and charged currents de- In order to compare the bounds from APV with the ones from the high-energy precision measurements expressed in terms of the e parameters, we have also drawn the latter ones in Fig. 2 . Notice that the two regions are not compatible at 95% CL. This Ž . Ž . follows from Eqs. 22 and 23 which give a 95% CL positive lower bound on new physics contributions to Q leading to an upper bound on the W w x compactification scale 11 . The same comparison is made in Fig. 1 for two 
Conclusions
In this paper we have tested a minimal extension of the SM with one extra spatial dimension against the existing data on electroweak observables. In this analysis a relevant role is played by the new results on APV. In fact, these data put a 95% CL lower limit on the mixing angle of the KK modes with the SM gauge bosons allowing only the region around Ž . the maximal mixing sin b ) 0.707 . The inclusion of other low-energy measurements from neutrino scattering, further restricts this region. In particular the data from CHARM and NuTeV practically cut out all the allowed region. Also the high-energy precision measurements put strong constraints on the compactification scale which turn out to be incompatible with the restrictions from Q . In fact the W large deviations from the SM required from APV could be explained only with a compactification scale smaller than the lower bounds from high-energy. For instance, we can read from Fig. 1 that at sin b s 1, APV requires M -2.6 TeV, whereas high-energy requires M ) 3.6 TeV. Therefore our conclusion is that, by seriously taking the APV result, the model considered here is disfavored at 95% CL from the actual measurements. We have also discussed the possibility of performing a global fit to the data, by putting together the high-energy and the APV measurements. In this case the region allowed is practically coincident with the Ž one coming from high-energy since these are the . Finally let us notice that the dependence on the extra dimension is hidden in the variable X which parameterizes all the deviations from the SM. In the case of more than one extra dimension, one has Ž . Ž 2 2 . Ž . X ™ 2Ý F n r M n , with F n a positive form n factor, and n a vector with positive integer compow x nents in the extra dimensions 6 . Since X remains a positive definite quantity all our conclusions about the incompatibility of APV and high-energy data remain true. Only the numerical values of the bounds in the compactification scale obtained for each observable depend on the actual number of extra dimensions.
